. Standard Stimuli Drive Brisk and Sluggish Cells at Different Rates
Stimulus was either a spatially homogeneous flicker or a flickering checkerboard optimized for the receptive field center. Stimulus sequence was typically repeated 80 times to obtain jitter, peak rates for firing events, and the overall mean rate for the entire recording. OFF brisk-transient cell: Spatially homogeneous stimulus-evoked reproducible firing events with a firing precision (jitter) of 3 ms. Peak rate during an event and average rate for entire response were high (375 and 8.3 spikes s Ϫ1 ). Checkerboard evoked a similar number of events with the same precision (3 ms) and similar peak and average rates (369 and 9 spikes s Ϫ1 ). Local-edge cell: Spatially homogeneous stimulus evoked few events, which were reproducible with a precision of 11 ms. Peak and average rates were low (44 and 0.4 spikes s Ϫ1 ). Checkerboard evoked more firing events with a similar precision (10 ms). Peak and average rates were greater than for the spatially homogeneous stimulus (170 and 3.3 spikes s Ϫ1 ).
intensity of about 10 4 photons s Ϫ1 m Ϫ2 and a standard nificantly differ between stimuli. There were no interactions between cell class and stimulus (analysis of variance, deviation equal to one-third of the mean. Check size was adjusted to produce the maximal response. In genBonferroni/Dunn post hoc test, p Ͻ 0.01, Table 1 ). The checkerboard and single-check stimuli were reeral, and unless otherwise stated, measures did not sig- Check size was optimized to evoke the highest firing rate from each cell. OFF brisk-sustained cell fired precisely (4 ms) with high peak and average firing rates (241 and 32 spikes s Ϫ1 ). ON-OFF DS cell (dendrites shown separately for off and on strata) responded about as precisely as brisk cell (5 ms) but at lower rates (141 and 2.7 spikes s Ϫ1 ). ON DS cell responded less precisely than brisk cell (12 ms) and at lower rates (77 and 16 spikes s Ϫ1 ). Generally, sluggish cells fired less precisely than brisk cells and at lower rates. 1 bit at 25 Hz ( Figure 3D ). Although brisk cells had higher R is the mean firing rate and ⌬t is the bin width. There- (Figures 1 and 2) . The average firing rate, including firing fore, the probability of not observing a spike will be: events and intervening silent periods, was higher for brisk cells than for sluggish cells (13 Ϯ 7 versus 8 Ϯ P 0 ϭ 1 Ϫ R⌬t (2) 5 Hz).
Therefore, the entropy per bin is: Because coding capacity depends on the precision of spike timing, we estimated the standard deviation of H bin ϭ ϪR⌬t log 2 (R⌬t) Ϫ (1 Ϫ R⌬t)log 2 (1 Ϫ R⌬t) bits (3) spike timing across repeats ("jitter," see Experimental Procedures) [1]. Jitter was less for the checkerboard Dividing by ⌬t converts this into coding capacity in bits than it was for the single check (7 Ϯ 3 versus 10 Ϯ 4 per second: ms). For both stimuli, brisk cells had less jitter than the C(R, ⌬t) ϭ sluggish cells did (6 Ϯ 2 versus 10 Ϯ 3 ms).
ϪR⌬t log 2 (R⌬t) Ϫ (1 Ϫ R⌬t)log 2 (1 Ϫ R⌬t) ⌬t bits s Ϫ1 (4)
Brisk Cells Transmit at Higher Information Rates
We estimated information rates by using the direct method [14] (see Experimental Procedures). To accomWe calculated coding capacity C(R, ⌬t ) for each cell by plish this, we divided the spike train into time bins, using its mean firing rate (R ) and a bin width (⌬t ) of 5 ms. counted the number of spikes in a 5 ms bin to form a We defined information efficiency E as the percentage "letter," and concatenated these letters into "words." of coding capacity used to transmit information. For We tracked the frequency of each word's occurrence both brisk and sluggish cells combined, E was about and calculated the entropy of the frequency distribution.
33 Ϯ 7%. The information rate was calculated as the total enTo compare efficiency across firing rates, we graphed tropy of the spike train minus its noise entropy [14, 16]. each cell's information rate against its firing rate R and The total entropy (unconditional entropy) was calculated fit the points with the equation E · C (R, ⌬t ) ( Figure 3A ). for the distribution of words in the entire recording. The
The equation fit well because deviations of the informanoise entropy (entropy conditional upon the stimulus) tion rate from this equation accounted for only 18% of was calculated for words that occurred at the same time its total variance (K 2 ϭ coefficient of nondetermination). across repeats and was averaged across times. Both
We also calculated total entropy for each cell as a pertotal and noise entropies were extrapolated to infinite centage of its capacity. For brisk and sluggish cells data size and word length [16](see Experimental Procecombined, total entropy was 85 Ϯ 12% of capacity, and dures). In general, we found that cells with higher firing the function 0.85 C(R, ⌬t ) was a good fit (K 2 ϭ 13%, rates had higher information rates, total entropy, and Figure 3B ). Noise entropy was 52 Ϯ 14% of capacity, noise entropy ( Figures 3A-3C ). Accordingly, brisk cells and the function 0.52 C(R, ⌬t ) was an adequate fit (K 2 ϭ had higher information rates than sluggish cells (21 Ϯ 45%, Figure 3C ). 9 versus 13 Ϯ 7 bits s Ϫ1 ). Brisk and sluggish cells were equally efficient (34 Ϯ 7 versus 32 Ϯ 6% of capacity). Yet, the total entropy of brisk cells fell somewhat farther from their capacity than Coding capacity increases as the bin width ⌬t demore negative Z entropy for brisk cells is consistent with their total entropy departing further from coding capaccreases (Equation 4). In estimating both information and capacity, we chose a bin width of ⌬t ϭ 5 ms, which was ity (78 Ϯ 13 versus 90 Ϯ 9% of capacity). less than the average jitter of either brisk or sluggish classes, but it was between the absolute minimum and Ganglion Cell Coding Efficiency Approaches that of a Rate-Modulated Poisson Process maximum jitter (4 Ͻ ⌬t Ͻ 17 ms). Bin widths significantly greater than the jitter (maintaining 4, 5, and 6 bins in a Our calculation of Z entropy shows that temporal correlations prevent ganglion cells from reaching their coding word) under-represented capacity and inflated efficiency; for example, a bin width of 18 ms gave an efficiency of 44%. Bin widths significantly less than the jitter (0.5, 1, and 3 ms), reduced efficiency only slightly (33 to 31%). But for any reasonable value of bin width, brisk and sluggish cells were equally efficient.
The standard stimulus refresh rate (30 Hz) effectively stimulated sluggish cells, but higher rates produced weak responses that precluded accurate information calculations. Brisk cells can respond to higher temporal frequencies, and thus, in a control experiment, we recorded from seven brisk cells and used a 120 Hz refresh rate. Efficiency measured in the standard way averaged 33 Ϯ 9%, which was not statistically different from the efficiency measured for brisk cells with the standard refresh rate (34 Ϯ 7%).
Temporal Correlations Reduce Entropy
Temporal correlations between bins would prevent total entropy from reaching capacity. To measure these correlations, we computed the difference in total entropy for single bins and for infinitely long words, and then To our initial question, "how efficiently does a ganglion cell exploit its capacity to encode information?" we now have an answer. First, we compared a cell's information capacity. Noise due to stochastic spike generation would also prevent ganglion cells from reaching capacrate to that of a spike train with the same mean rate but lacking temporal correlations and noise. This standard ity. Thus, we constructed a simple model of the spiking process that included both stimulus-evoked correlarepresents the greatest information rate that can be conveyed at a given spike rate, i.e., the coding capacity tions and noise and used it to compare brisk and sluggish cells.
[17, 19]. Against this standard, a cell's estimated information rate was consistently about one-third of capacity The model was a rate-modulated Poisson process. The time-varying firing rate was measured for each re-( Figure 3A) . Deviation from this fixed percentage was moderate (K 2 ϭ 18%). The estimated total entropy was corded cell in 5 ms bins across repeats (i.e., the poststimulus time histogram) and was used to set the instanta-85% of capacity and deviated less (K 2 ϭ 13%), but the noise entropy was 52% of capacity and deviated more neous rate of a Poisson noise generator that determined the number of spikes in 0.5 ms bins. Then, simulated (K 2 ϭ 45%). Brisk and sluggish cells filled their coding capacity to the same extent. The main distinction berecordings were generated from this model by matching the number of repeats in simulated and actual retween the two classes is that brisk cells had greater temporal correlation (more negative Z entropy ) and correcordings. The simulated recordings were evaluated by the direct method just as they were for the actual respondingly less total entropy (78 Ϯ 13 versus 90 Ϯ 9% of capacity). Similar results have been seen in the salacordings to measure their total entropy, noise entropy, and information rate. In these measures, the actual remander and rabbit retinas (M.B., unpublished data). Second, we compared a cell's information rate to the cordings closely approximated the simulated recordings, reaching 96 Ϯ 15% of the information rate, 97 Ϯ 7% of rate of a modulated Poisson process. This standard accounted for temporal correlations (by including the the total entropy, and 98 Ϯ 7% of the noise entropy. On all these measures, brisk and sluggish cells were not actual time-varying spike rate from each cell) and for noise (by including a Poisson noise generator). We omitstatistically different (total entropy: 95 Ϯ 7 versus 99 Ϯ 6%, noise entropy: 95 Ϯ 7 versus 100 Ϯ 6%, information ted a relative refractory period because brisk and sluggish cells differ ‫1ف(‬ ms versus 5 ms), so including it rate: 95 Ϯ 15 versus 97 Ϯ 15%, Figure 5) .
would have produced different standards. A cell's infor-
This explains why information per spike declines with increasing spike rate ( Figure 4D) tem, is to show that efficiency is highly consistent across However, we specified time-varying firing rate with a bin different cell types within a broad class (ganglion cells). width very close to the spike train's timing precision Furthermore, when efficiency is estimated in a way that and refractory period (5 ms). Thus, the high temporal takes into account a cell's average firing rate, efficiency precision with which we modulate our "rate code" is is preserved across different spatial patterns and differessentially equivalent to a "timing code," because most ent refresh rates. The white-noise stimuli used here lack bins would contain only one well-timed spike.
spatio-temporal correlations that might favor brisk or The only information not represented by a finely modsluggish cells. Rather, they contain a wide variety of ulated rate would be meaningful patterns of spikes patterns that evoke a broad ensemble of spike patterns whose relative timing to one another is more precise in both cell classes. It is possible that natural scenes, than their timing relative to the stimulus. scenes is a change in the firing rate, we expect that Bursts last about 10 ms in brisk cells in which they are one-third efficiency will continue to hold. apparently caused by single transmitter quanta. SimiWhy would efficiency be consistent across cells? Effilarly, there are more correlated spikes between different ciency may result from an optimization that transmits ganglion cells than with the stimulus, providing spatial the most information for the fewest spikes. There would spike patterns [22] . At present, there is controversy as be strong selective pressure for this, because spiking to whether such spike patterns convey extra information is metabolically expensive [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Thus, efficiency may that is not present in the spike rate [22] [23] [24] . Although be consistent because the same optimizing principles spike patterns do not appear to appreciably change the apply to all cells. encoded information, it is still possible that the meaning Why can't a cell completely fill its capacity? The main of those spike patterns differs from the meaning enlosses of efficiency are attributable to noise and tempocoded by spike rate [25] . ral correlations. Spikes, because they depend on ion channels, are inherently noisy. Temporal correlations Coding Capacity of a Single Spike conveying redundant information could be removed [35-The information encoded by a single spike averages 37], but they are retained because they allow a noisy about 2 bits, similar to previous estimates (1.6, 1.7 bits) signal to be partially decoded. Redundancy improves [26, 27] and declines with increasing spike rate. This decoding by allowing an estimate of the average rate decline can be explained by a simplified equation for during the interval over which the correlations occur. coding capacity (Equation 4). For a brisk cell firing at Thus, temporal correlations may be retained because about 13 spikes per second, the probability of a spike they improve decoding in the presence of noise. occurring in a given 5 ms bin is less than 0.07. Sluggish spike rates are lower, and thus the probability of a spike is even lower. Given a very low probability, Equation 4
Experimental Procedures simplifies to: 
